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Molecular optical susceptibilities are calculated by deriving equations of motion for the single
electron reduced density matrix, and solving them using the time dependent Hartree-Fock
(TDHF) approximation. The present approach focusesdirectly on the dynamics of the charges
in real space and completely avoids the tedious summations over molecular eigenstates.It
further maps the system onto a set of coupled harmonic oscillators. The density matrix clearly
shows the electronic structures induced by the external field, and how they contribute to the
optical response. The method is applied to calculating the frequency-dispersed optical
susceptibility x (3) of conjugated linear polyenes, starting with the Pariser-Parr-Pople (PPP)
model. Charge density wave (CDW) like fluctuations and soliton pair like local bond-order
fluctuations are shown to play important roles in the optical responseof these systems.

I. INTRODUCTlON

Recently, there has been increasinginterest in the nonlinear optical properties of r-conjugated polymers, which
are good candidates for optical devices becauseof their
large nonlinear optical susceptibilities.‘-’ The nonlinear
optical response of conjugated polymers is closely connected to some fundamental theoretical problems of onedimensional systems such as strong electron correlations,’
and the roles of exotic elementary excitations (solitons or
polarons).7 Furthermore, they are ideal model systemsfor
studying exciton confinement effects in nanostructures.’
The frequency dispersion of nonlinear optical polarizabilities provides an important spectroscopictool. ‘A variety of third, order techniques such as third harmonic generation (THG), two photon absorption (TPA), and four
wave mixing- result in a detailed microscopic probe of electronic and nuclear dynamics. These spectra are traditionally calculated using multiple summations over the molecular excited states.’ However, this method has some
serious limitations since it requires the computation of all
the excited states in the frequency range of interest, as well
as their dipole matrix elements.These computations posea
very difficult many-body problem, particularly since electron correlations are very important in low-dimensional
systems such as r-conjugated polymers. Large scale numerical full configuration interaction calculations show
that nonlinear optical polarizabilities are very sensitive to
electron correlations6 This rigorous approach can be applied in practice only to very small systems (so far polyenes with up to 12 carbon atoms have been studied) because of computational limitations. Conjugated polyenes
are characterizedby an optical coherencelength, related to
the separationof an electron-holepair of an exciton, which
is typically -40 carbon atoms for polydiacetylene.* It is
essential to consider systems larger than the coherence
length in order to account for the scaling and the saturation of nonlinear susceptibilitieswith size.“” Thus, several
authors calculated the excited states in the independent
electron approximation, ’*-I4 or by using contiguration in2366
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teraction including only single electron-hole pair excitations.15This method can be carried out for larger systems.
However, it is valid only when correlation effectsare weak,
which is not the casehere.t6Additional difficulty with the
sum over states method is the need to perform tedious
summations over excited states. This forces us to work
with small systems,or to truncate the summations, which
again limits the accuracy for large systems.The sum over
states method describesoptical processesin terms of the
excitation energiesand transition dipole moments. These
quantities provide very little physical insight regarding the
optical characteristics of r-conjugated polymers, and do
not directly addressquestionssuch as what kind of correlation is important, or how characteristic elementary excitations such as solitons affect the optical response. The
synthesis of new optical materials calls for simple guidelines (structure-property relations) I7 which should allow
us to use chemical intuition to predict effects of geometry
and various substitutions on the optical susceptibilities.
The sum over states method does not offer such simple
guidelines, even when it does correctly predict the optical
susceptibilities.
An alternative view of optical responsemay be obtained by abandoning the eigenstaterepresentation altogether, and considering the material system as a collection
of oscillators. It is well establishedthat as far as the’linear
responseis concerned,any material system can be considered as a collection of harmonic oscillators.‘* In fact, the
term “oscillator strength” of a transition is based on this
picture. It has been suggestedby Bloembergen” that optical nonlinearities may be interpreted by adopting an anharmonic oscillator model for the material degreesof freedom. This was proposed as a qualitative back of the
envelopemodel. It has been shownZoV2i
that molecular assemblieswith localized electronic states can indeed be rigorously representedas a collection of anharmonic oscillators representingnonlocal coherencesof Frenkel excitons,
although the anharmonicity is more complex than a simple
cubic nonlinearity.t9
When applied to molecular assemblies,the sum over
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states method shows dramatic cancellationsresulting from
interferencesbetweensingle exciton and two exciton transitions.20-22
Thesecancellationsmake it extremely difficult
to predict trends since the results are very sensitiveto approximations such as truncations. In the oscillator representation, on the other hand, these interferencesare naturally built in from the beginning, which greatly facilitates
physical intuition. We subsequentlyextendedthe oscillator
picture to conjugatedpolyeneswith delocalizedelectronic
states. The calculation was based.on the Pariser-PopleParr (PPP) model for ?r electrons, which includes both
short and long range Coulomb interactions. Many important properties of. polyenes can be explained by the
mode1.23*24’
By25drawing upon the analogy with semiconductors, the Wander representation(which requires periodic boundary conditions) was used to develop a coupled
oscillator picture.* The method was shown to reproduce
the size scaling and saturation of conjugated polyenes.In
this paper we put the oscillator picture on a-firmer ground
and connect’it with more traditional quantum chemistry
methods. We calculate the linear and the nonlinear optical
responseby solving the equations of motion of the single
electron reduced density matrix using the time dependent
Hartree-Fock (TDHF) approximation.26The method can
be easily applied to moleculesmuch larger than the exciton
coherence length, and can therefore reproduce the size
scaling from the small moleculesto the bulk (the “thermodynamic lim it”). .As for the electron correlation problem, since the TDHF approximation describessmall amplitude collective quantum fluctuations around the
Hartree-Fock ground state, as well as the coupling between these tluctuations, some important correlation effects are taken into account by our method. The TDHF
approximation has been used to calculate nonlinear polarizabilities of small molecules.27However, it should be particularly applicable for large moleculeswhere the energy
surface structure is simpler, and collective motions dominate their optical response.
The density matrix can be expressedusing various representationswhich provide a complementary physical insight. These include the real space,the molecular orbital,
and the harmonic oscillator representation.The real space
representationsallows us to follow directly the chargedensity and bond order fluctuations induced by the external
field. Using these quantities, we can explore the electronic
structure of the excitations underlying the optical process.
We found that collective CDW like fluctuations and
soliton-pair like bond-order fluctuations dominate the linear and the nonlinear optical responseof polyacetylene.
The molecular orbital representationdescribesthe nonlinear optical process in terms of motions of electrons and
holes in the mean field ground state. Finally, the equations
of motion of the density matrix can be mapped onto a set
of coupledharmonic oscillators. Using this transformation,
we can describethe nonlinear optical processin terms of
interferenceamong oscillators. This provides an unconventional physical picture which enablesus to investigatethe
mechanismof optical responseof various systems(including semiconductorsand nonconjugatedmolecules) from a

unifled point of view, and clarifies the connections with
other types of materials.
In Sec. II we introduce the PPP Hamiltonian, and a
closed equation of motion for the reduced single particle
density matrix is derived in Sec. III using the TDHF approximation. In Sec. IV we discussthe real spaceand the
molecular orbital representationsof the density matrix,
and show how the TDHP equations can be transformed
into a set of coupledharmonic oscillators. The first and the
third order nonlinear susceptibilitiesare calculated in’Sec.
V. Numerical calculations presentedin Sec.VI allow us to
discussthe nonlinear responsefunctions in terms of charge
density and bond order ‘fluctuations. Finally, our results
are summarizedin Sec.VII.
II. THE PPP HAMILTONIAN

We adopt the PPP Hamiltonian for the 7r electrons.
Many properties of polyenes can be reproduced by this
Hamiltonian with the appropriate parameters.23We first
introduce the following set of binary electron operators:
(2.1)
lfxm==~~,~n,crt
where ZI,,( &,) creates(annihilates) a rr electron of spin u
at nth carbon atom. Theseoperators satisfy the Fermi anticommutation relation
(2.2)
ccn,oG,rJJ= h?&&7~ *
Using this notation, the PPP Hamiltonian is given by
(2.3)
ff=&.H+&+&.
Hssu is the Su-Schrieffer-Heeger (SSH) Hamiltonian,
which consists of the Hiickel Hamiltonian with electronphonon coupling,

&sH=

c t,,i%+
n,m,a

;

;mx,-32.

(2.4)

Here t,,, is the Coulomb integral at the nth atom, tmn
(m#n) is the transfer integral between the nth and m th
atoms, K is the harmonic force constant representingthe
r-bonds, x, is the deviation of the nth bond length from the
mean bond length along the chain axis z, and X is the
deviation of the equilibrium u-bond length (in the absence
of T electrons) from that mean. We further assumethat an
electron can hop only between nearest-neighboratoms.
Thus,
(2Sa)

Ll=CYm?2~

(2.5b)
and tmn=O otherwise,where ynYnm
is a repulsionbetweennth
and m th sites.a is the mean transfer integral and p’ is the
electron-phonon coupling constant.
Ho representsthe electron-electron Coulomb interactions and is given by
t nn+lmb+ln=ii_p’Xn,

Hc= cn O&,&,+;

n#m
c rnml;~,z:,8:m~
n,m,u,,o’

(2.6)

An on-site (Hubbard) repulsion U is given.by
(2.7)
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and a repulsion betweenthe nth and the m th sites ynYnm
is
given by the Ohno formula

w&Jt> = c [Q.$&) -&&(t>l+
I
-(P,;Pzm)l,+;

(2.8)

where Us= 11.13eV is the unscreenedon-site repulsion, E
is the dielectric constant which describesthe screeningby
u-electrons,r,, is the distancebetweennth and m th sites,
and a,= 1.2935A. The parametersare determinedso as to
reproduce the correct energy gap for polyacetylene (2.0
eV), p=-2.4
eV, p’=-3.5
eVA-‘, K=30 eV Am2, X
=0.14 A and E= 1.5.
The third term &.. representsthe interaction Hamiltonian between the r-electrons and the external electric
field E(t). The electric field is assumedto be polarized
along the chain axis z. Within the dipole approximation we
then have
H,,=

- E(t)fi,

(2.9)

wigy;m:,)

‘$ ?d(/$ljnqn)

+G%da, -; -‘Z %A(~;p;;:m)
+ <BLB$)1+e[z(n>-z(m ) lE(~)p&W,
(3.4)
where

(O)=WW lOlW~>),

(3.5)
and 0 is an arbitrary operator. Theseequationsof motion
are exact, but they are not closed since they contain new
higher order variables (p^;“&)
etc. in the right-hand
side. To closethe equations,we assumethat I Y(t) ) can be
representedby a single Slater determinant at all times (the
TDHF approximation).26Then.the two-electron densities
can be factorized into products of single electron densities

where i is the molecular polarization operator

I;= --e c Z(n>;;n,

(2.10)

where -e is the electron charge and z(n)
z-coordinateof nth atom.

III. EQUATIONS OF MOTlON.FOR
DENSITY MATRIX

is the

THE REDUCED

Starting with the Schrodingerequation,the equationof
motion of the expectationvalue of our binary electron operators

PL?m=ww Il;;m :,IY(t)),

(3.1)

is given by

ifi&Jt)=WW

1[/jL,Hl IW>),

(3.2)

where 1Y(t) ) is the total many-electronwave function of
the system.The expectationvalues pzmcan be interpreted
as elementsof the single electron reduced density matrix.
Usually the density matrix is defined to have a unit trace.
However, this matrix is normalized as

Tr p= 4 5 pZm=ne

(3.3)

with N being the total number of sites and 12,is the total
number of electrons.
Utilizing the commutation relations (2.2), we can calculate the right-hand side of Eq. (3.2), resulting in

(3.6)
+ hT,,4,jP~ ( t),
and the equations are closed. Substituting Eq. (3.6) into
Eq. (3.4), we obtain the TDHF equation

q”(t) =Lfm) +f(t),pU(t) I,

(3.7)
whereJ? is the Fock operator matrix corresponding to
H,,+f+
with spin a,
(3.8)
gmw =Ln+4z,m c %Ynr&) -yn,p&w,
r,o’
and fnm(t) is the Fock operator matrix correspondingto
H ext 2

f,&>

=Sn,,edn)EW.

(3.9)

Note that somecorrelation effects,which are very important in low dimensionalsystems,are taken into account
by the TDHF approximation. In the f -0 lim it, the
TDHF coincides with the random phase approximation
(RPA) method which describessmall amplitude~quantum
fluctuations around the static mean field solution very
weli.26The solution of the TDHF equation further takes
the coupling of the IU?A modes into account, as will be
shown below.
IV, REAL SPACE, MOLECULAR
ORBITAL, AND
HARMONIC OSCILLATOR
REPRESENTATIONS

We have solved the equationsof motion by expanding
the single electron density matrix in powers of the external
field.28The zeroth order solution was taken to be the stationary Hartree-Fock (HF) density matrix, which satisfies
[ P,p”] =o.

(4.1)
The HF equation was solved numerically by an iterative
diagonalization,as shown in Appendix A.
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Since both the PPP Hamiltonian and the stationary
HF solution are symmetric with respect to spin exchange,
the TDHF solution must also have that symmetry. We
shall therefore consider the spin symmetric caseonly, and
omit the spin index in the following, denoting
p=pf=p~,

(4.2)

h=h’=h’.

(4.3)

We next decomposethe density matrix as

+kk’=

c,

.7;rkk’,mnbnn,

Y

=CmkCnk’

inn
where the tetradic transformation matrix Y is
kk’mn

pw =p+spw,
where 7, representsthe HF solution. Then the Fock operator matrix is also decomposedin the form

and c,k is the normalized HFMO coefficient of the HF
orbital k at atom m. As shown in Appendix B, the HFMO
representationof 2 is given by

(4.5)

where
Ln=L+2&?l

T m l~zl-Ynmp,m~

Sh,mW =2&?2 7 YnYnrSPdQ
-YnmSPnmW-

(4.6)
(4.7)

Substituting the expansions (4.4) and (4.5) into the
TDHF Pq. (3.7), we obtain
itip-

[&$I - II&p1 = Cf,pl+ I:fJpl+

[&Gpl.,
(4.8)

All terms in the left-hand side are linear in Sp. The first
two terms in the right-hand side, which are zeroth and first
order in Sp, respectively, describe the coupling with the
radiation field and the last term is quadratic in Sp, and
comesfrom Coulomb interaction, as seenfrom Eq. (4.7).
Hereafter we introduce Liouville space (tetradic) notation for the density matrix. To that end we consider6p to
be an M dimensionalvector, rather than an NxN matrix
with N being the number of the atoms and IV=N~.‘~*~~We
thus introduce a new linear vector space,denotedthe Liouvile space in which ordinary operators becomeM dimensional vectors. The TDHF Eq. (4.8) then assumesthe
form
itip--6p=

[ f,Pl + I:fJp1

+ [%Spl,

(4.9)

1

fJ1 + [ f9Ql-t [w$l.

(4.14)

Here all the M-dimensional vectors are in the HFMO representation, and we regard 6pkk, as NXN matrices when
we calculate commutators such as [6h,6p]. An explicit expressionfor p is given in Appendix B. Note that because
of the C2, symmetry of the present Hamiltonian, 9 is
block diagonal into A, and B, symmetry parts, which simplifies the numerical calculations.
Our equationscan also be mapped onto the equations
of motion of coupled harmonic oscillators. This definesa
new.harmonic oscillator (HO) representationwhich provides a tremendous physical insight. We analyze the HO
representationin the following.
The density matrix spkk’defined by Pq. (4.11) is an
M-dimensional vector in Liouville space.The number of
Speh and 6ph, components (MI) is 2n(N--n), and the
number of 6p,t and 6p,t components.(M2) is (N-n)2
+n2, where h,h’,... denote occupied HF orbitals, e, e’,...
denote unoccupiedHF orbitals, and n is the number of the
occupiedHF orbitals. Sincewe consider the half-filled and
spin symmetric caseonly, n is half of the number of sites
IZ= N/2. We next introduce the Liouviile spaceprojection
operator P that projects onto the eh and he space. The
complementaryprojection I-P projects onto the ee’and
hh’ space.We thus have
+,=p~p=&%k+~ph,,

(4.15)

6pz~(I--P)Sp=Sp,,+~phh,

(4.16)

where

2YU,,,(w)=sj,,~i~--6,,~j,+2s,,~(Yi,-Yj,)pi/
-Si,,yi,lS1,+Sj,nYjmPim,

(4.13)

and the TDHF equation in the HFMO representationcan
be written as
itip--+==

h(t)&+Sh(t),

(4.12)

t

P=YYF-T,
(4.4)’

(4.11)

(4.10)

where 2 is an MxM matrix which is an operator in
Liouville space(also denotedsuperoperator).We shall use
script letters to denote Liouville spaceoperators. 6p in the
left-hand side is’a vector. All terms in the right-hand side
[Sh,Sp] etc. are consideredM-dimensional vectors.
So far, all our equations were written using the real
space (site) representation. To facilitate the numerical
computations and to gain additional physical insight we
shall recast the TDHF equation using two additional representations.
We first introduce’the Hartree-Fock molecular orbital
(HFMO)
representation. The transformation, of
M-dimensional vectors such as Sp from real spaceto the
HFMO representationis defhmdby

(4.17)

sp=spl+spz.

As shown in Appendix B, the TDHF Eq. (4.8) can be
written as
i~p1--=%6p1=

[

i~Pz_-fi&~p2=

f$l+

I:f&l

+ [hid

+ [WQI,

(4.18)

[ f,6p]

(4.19)

+ [6h,+],

where

oh&)

=2&t,,

7 YIP&)

-~mn~~inrnWt

(4120)

where i= 1,2. The M I X.&f1 matrix PI is the HF stability
matrix, and the it4, XM2 matrix a2 is diagonalin Liouville
space and its diagonal matrix elements are given by the
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differenceof the HF eigenvalues.Thus, if a,,, is a diagonal
elementthen -fi2, is an eigenvalueas well. Their explicit
expressionsare given in Appendix B. The matrix ??I can
be diagonalizedby the M1 XMI matrix w as
(4.21)

wLPIw-l=+it-k~,

where 0, is an M, XM, diagonal matrix. The Ml/2 diagonal elements of fi, are RPA energies a,,,>0 and the
other Ml/2 diagonal elementsare a; = - &,.26 We obtain
w numerically as described in Appendix B. Then, the
transformation of Liouville spacevectors such as Sp from
real spaceto the HO representationis defined by
sp,=

(4.22)

C‘%~,:mn~Pmn*

mn
The transformation matrix % is given by

manic coupling among the oscillators. As seenfrom Eqs.
(4.7) and (4.20), these R and S terms containing Sh are
induced by the Coulomb interaction.
To demonstratethe physical significanceof this transformation, let us temporarily neglectthe right-hand side of
this equation.Then the TDHF equationassumesthe form
i8py--f&Sp,=O.

As shown before,both in fiL, and a,, the diagonalelements
always come in pairs; if a,, is an eigenvaluethen -a, is an
eigenvalue as well. We shall denote the corresponding
eigenvectorsSp, and Sp,, respectively.By introducing new
variables,a coordinate
Qv=Sp,+Sp,-,
and a momentum
P,= -zn,(Sp,-sp,-),

22 = Y--.rr,

(4.23 >

and the MXikf matrix %@is given by
(4.24)
where we arrange the M-components of the vectors in
Liouville spacein the following manner: we put the interband 6p,h and 6p,h components,( Spl) in the first Mr rows,
and the iutraband Sp,r and 6phh,components(Sp2) in the
remainingM2 rows, namely,

(4.25)

Sp=

It is shown in Appendix B, that the TDHF equationcan be
recast in the HO representationas
itip,-- fi~,Pp,=F,+

; 6,dp,~ +

s

+ d;,, sv,vvf~Pv~~Pv~~9

R,,Ap,l
(4.26)

where a,, is the diagonal elementof a, or a,, the summation in the third term of the right-hand side is done over
the M2 components,and explicit expressionsfor F, G, R,
and S are given in Appendix B.
The physical significanceof the right-hand side of Eq.
(4.26) is as follows. The first term correspondsto the first
term of the right-hand side of Eq. (4.18) and represents
the driving force due to the external field. The secondterm
correspondsto the secondand the first terms of the righthand side of Eqs. (4.18) and (4.19), respectively,and describesthe interaction betweenthe external ,field and Sp.
Thus the F and the G terms are induced by the external
field. The third term correspondsto the third term of the
right-hand side of Eq. (4.18) and describesthe coupling of
Spl and Sp2. The nonlinear fourth term correspondsto the
fourth and the secondterms of the right-hand side of Eqs.
(4.18) and (4.19), respectively, and represents anhar-

(4.27)

(4.28)
(4.29)

we can rewrite these linearized equationsof motion as
&=pv,

(4.30)

P,= - az,e,.

(4.31)

This pair of equationsrepresenta harmonic oscillator with
frequency a,,. We have thus mapped Eq. (4.9) onto the
equationsof motions of M/2 coupledharmonic oscillators
(4.26).
A HO representationcould be most naturally defined
by using the normal modes of the entire linear term [lefthand side of Eq. (4.9)], the transformation matrix %
could then be defined by the following relation:
~2Y2-‘=fiCi,

(4.32)

where fin is a diagonal matrix whose elements are the
eigenvaluesof 2. The reasonswhy we do not define the
normal modes-ofY as oscillators are as follows. First, the
present oscillators defined by our method consist of Ml/2
oscillators which are RPA normal modesand M2/2 oscillators which are single electron-electronor hole-hole pairs
as shown in Appendix B. Thus, the oscillators have a clear
physical meaning. Second, we need to diagonalize an
M,XM,
matrix to obtain oscillators in our method [see
Eq. (4.21)], whereas we need to diagonalize the full
MXM matrix to obtain oscillators defined by Eq. (4.32).
Thus the present oscillators are more convenient for practical numerical calculations. Furthermore, the Ml/2 oscillators, which come from S&, have a collective nature,22
whereasthe M,/2 oscillators, which come from Sp,, simply represent single electron-electron or hole-hole pair.
Thus, the coupling between Ml/2 and M,/2 oscillators,
namely, the R term is weak. This suggeststhat the differencebetweenthe presentoscillators and the more rigorous
set defined by Eq. (4.32) is small.
Since p, is block diagonal into A, and BJ symmetry
parts, all the oscillators, which diagonalize Y1, may be
classifiedinto either A, or B, symmetries.As seenfrom Eq.
(B25), Sv,~y~~#Owhen, for example, v is an A, ( B,) oscillator and v’ and vN are B, and B,( B, and Ag) oscillators. This indicates that A, and B, oscillators do couple in
the equation of motion. This is in contrast to the descrip-
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tion in terms of the eigenstatesof the Hamiltonian, where
ii, and B, states do not couple at all. This fundamental
differencebetweenthe oscillator and the eigenstateexpansions is related to the nonlinear form of the present equation, as opposedto eigenstateexpansionswhich are linear
(a product of an A, and a B, variables can have a B,
character). Potentially this allows for a relatively inexpensive way of describing complex physical situations, compared with eigenstateexpansions.

=

+[ f(w’>,p’2’(W--W’)]}dw’.

1
2n
7-J

p’2)(~)=~w

where

(5.4a)

= [ f(t),p],

ikp’2’(t)-~p’2’(t)=[h(l)(t),P(1)(t)]

-I-[ f(thp”‘(t)

I,

(5.4b)

ilip’3’(t)-~p(3)(t)=[h(*)(t),p(2)(t)]
+ W2’wp”‘W
+[f(f),p(2w.
1

+m

2Tr
7-J

--m

g(t)exp(iwt)dt,

1
(5.4c)

(5.5)

where g(t) is an arbitrary function of t, we obtain the
equationsof motions in the frequency-domain,

?%op(*)(o)-Yp(l)(w)= [ f(o),p] ,

_+m ([,(l)(,‘>,,(l)(,-,‘)I
m

1
2rr
SJ

13dw’,

(5.8b)

_+m {[h(‘)(W’),f’2)(W--W’)]
co

+ [ f(W ’),p’2’(W--O’)])dw’.

(5.6a)

(5.8~)

In this way, we can obtain interatively the TDHF solution
.to arbitrary order in the external field. To reduce compufational time, we have adopted a somewhatdifferent route
for solving theseequations.The method is outlined in Appendix C. However, the differenceis purely technical and
the method is equivalent to the real space representation
described here. We have added a damping term to the
TDHF equation as describedin Appendix C. This damping provides a finite linewidth to the optical resonancesand
can represent a simple line broadening mechanism (e.g.,
due to coupling with phonons) or a finite spectral resolution.
The expectation value of the total polarization operator of a single molecule

Taking the Fourier transform of E?qs.(5.4) definedby
g(w) =

(5.8a)

+ [h’2’(w’),p(~)(w--o’)]
(5.3)

Substituting Fqs. (5.1) and (5.2) into Fqs. (4.9), we obtain the first, the second,and the third order equationsof
motions,
-Liy’(t)

(5.7)

+ [ f(o’),p”‘b-W ’)
p’3’iw)=%d

ifip(t>

Green func-

p(‘)(o) =s cm>1.f(whpl ,

(5.2)

h~(t)=26,,~y,lpj~)(t)--y,,f~~(t).

(5.6~)

From Fqs. .(5.6) and inverting the matrix, we obtain

(5.1)

,

Ii

Next, we define a new tetradic (MxM)
tion 3 (w) by the following equation:

where pc4)(t) is the qth order density matrix of the TDHF
solution. The Fock operator matrix is further expandedin
powers of the external field as

Sh(t)=h”‘(t)+hc2’(t)+h’3’(t)+...

{[h(‘)(W’),f(2)(W--W’)]
90

~,~,(o)=~Si,mSj,n-~ij,mn(W).

To compute the nonlinear optical polarizabilities, we
expand 6p in powers of the external field
,

;

+ [h’2’(w’),p(‘)(w-co’)]

V. NONLINEAR OPTICAL POLARIZA5lLlTlES

Sp(t)=p(‘)(t)+p(2)(t)+p(3)(t)+...

1
2~
T-J

9(t)=-(W)

ppw,

-’

is
(5.9)

P(t)=---2eCz(n)p,,(t).
n

We shall expand P(t) in powers of the external field
P(t)=P”‘(t)+p’2’(t)+P(3)(t)+...

,

(5.10)

where @d(t) is the total polarization to 4th order and
=

P(‘)(t) =O. From Eqs. (5.1) and (5.9), we seethat Pcq)(t)

1
2?r 1 C[h’l’(o’),p”‘(W--W’)]
m
7-J

+ [ f(o’),p(‘)(w-w’)l}dw’,

is given by

(5.6b)

P(q)(t)=-2eCz(n)p$(t),
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where p$) (t) is obtained by taking the inverse Fourier
transform of p$(w). Using P(q)(t) and p(*)(w), we obtain our final expressionsfor the optical polarizabilities
(seeAppendix D ),

l 4e cn =(n>-y
a(--o;m)=--g-+
pnn -lBw;w),

(5.12)
0.21-----1-----L-.-"'---

-I

20
40
60
= ( n >-(3'(
pnn -3w;W,w,w).
0
n
(5.13)
FIG. 1. The bond order parameter distribution of the Hartree-Pock
Equation (5.13) gives the third order polarizability that is
ground state.
responsiblefor THG. O ther four wave mixing processes
can simply be describedby changing the frequencyarguments. Extension to higher nonlinearities is also straightforward.
oscillators. These include MI/2 oscillators which correspond to the eigenvaluesof a, and M2/2 oscillators which
correspondto the eigenvaluesof 0,. Theseoscillatorshave
VI. NUMERICAL
RESULTS
very different physical properties.Since the MI/2 oscillators are the normal modesof the RPA equation, they have
In this section, we apply our method to the half-ftlled
PPP model for polyacetylenewith N=60. In all calcula- a ‘collective nature, that is, they are formed by coherent
superpositionsof many electron-holepairs. This collective
tions we used the PPP parametersgiven in Sec. II. The
property strongly affects the optical response.as shown in
dampingrate [seeEqs. (ClO)] was taken to be I’=O.l eV.
We shall follow the dynamics of two important physical the following.
As far as the linear responseis concerned,the system
quantitieswhich are affectedby the coupling to the radiabehaves
as a collection of harmonic oscillators (the anhartion field. First, the chargedensity at the nth atom, which
monicities only affect the nonlinear response). Consedeterminesthe total polarization is definedby
quently, the linear optical susceptibility a( --w;w)
can be
d,,rl-22p,,.
(6.1)
recast in the Drude form (seeAppendix C),
The secondquantity is the bond order of the nth bond (p,)
which is closely related to the stabilization mechanismof
a( --w;o) =$ C
(6.5)
the HF ground state, and is definedby
Y

Y(-3w;.~,o,o)=-~-&

Pn= pm+

l

1+ Pn+ In *

4e

cn

(6.2)

We further introduce the bond order parameter,which
measuresthe strength of bond order alternation
’
P;=+-lY-l(Pc--fi,

(6.3)

whereF is the averagebond order. It is obtained from Eq.
(A7) as
p=-E .3D,*
The geometry optimized HF -ground state of the
presentHamiltonian is a bond order wave (BOW), where
p,, alternatesbetweenevery two bonds and d,,=O. The HF
ground state has an almost uniform bond order parameter
@ i = 0.24), as shown in Fig. 1. Note that becauseof
boundary effects,the bond order parameterincreasesnear
the chain edge.-As seen from Eq. (A7), the bond order
parameteris proportional to the strength of bond length
alternation, which gives the alternation of tranfer integral
as seenfrom Eq. (2.5). Thus, the transfer integral p,, can
be approximatedby 8, =B[ 1- ( - 1) “S] where S =0.082 in
this caseexceptfor the chain edgeregion. The BOW structure is stabilized by the exchange,the Coulomb, and the
electron-phononinteractions.21
As indicated .earlier, the TDHF equation is mapped
onto the equations of motion of M/2 ‘coupled harmonic

where the summation is performed over the MI/2 oscillators, the oscillator strength f,, of the vth oscillator is given
by

fv=7

[ ; =ehWeh,v+
yeh,v~]29

and m has the unit of massand determined to give &,f,,
=N, m is 1.66m, and 1.59m, in the PPP and SSH models,
respectively,where m, is the massof an electron.
From Eq. (6.6), we see that the collective harmonic
oscillators have a large oscillator strength coming from the
sum of contributions of the various electron and hole
states.The extremelylarge oscillator strength of the lowest
frequencyMI/2 oscillatorsas shown in Fig. 2 reflectstheir
collectivenature. Theseoscillators,therefore,dominate the
linear optical responsefunction. On the other hand, eachof
the remaining n/i,/2 oscillators can be regardedas representing a single electron+lectron or hole-hole pair. Consequently,their oscillator strengthsvanish [seeEq. (4.19>],
and they couple very weakly with the optically active collective oscillators.Thus they play only a secondaryrole in
the optical response.Hereafter, we consideronly the MI/2
oscillators and refer to them simply as the oscillators.
The oscillatorscan be further classifiedinto A, and B,
type. The oscillator strength of the A, oscillators vanishes.
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FIG. 2. The oscillator strength of the B, oscillators is plotted vs their
frequencies in the P P P and Hilckel models.

v=s

20
-0.1
0.1

v=6

Nevertheless,since collective A, oscillators strongly couple
with collective B, oscillators, they do affect the nonlinear
optical processesand cannot be neglected.
We first discussthe electronic structure of the collective oscillators. To that end we return to the linearized
form of TDHF Eq. (B3) in the absenceof the field where
we set the right-hand side to zero. We shall look for eigenmodes of this equation by assuminga solution of the form
6p(t) =Sp(Y)exp( -i&J).

& 0
-O.lr

1 I 8;

0

:

20

1

,

R

I t
I-i’

“1

40

60

40

h0

(4

(6.7)

v=l

(6.8)

v=2

We then obfain the eigenvalueproblem

v&w

+ rap1 =fi%p(~).

This equation can be solved using the transformation matrix 9, and the eigenvectorsin the real spacerepresentation are given by
v=3

(6.9)
~p(~),n= q&P
The chargedensity inducedby the tih oscillator is given by

S&Y),=&(Y),

exp(ifif),

(6.10)

v=4

and the correspondingbond order is
Sp(v),;-mS~((~)~exp(zX2f).

(6.11)

Here
s&iy)n=--2+2,~v ,

(6.12)

(6.13)
GbL=%z:1,,+
K&z,Y *
We show the amplitudes of the oscillating charge density
Sd, and the bond order parameterFL= ( - l )“-‘6& of the
six lowest frequencyA, and B, oscillators in Fig. 3, where
we label the oscillators in order of increasingfrequency by
L&(Y) and BJv), ~=1,2,... . Since either the charge density or the bond order of each oscillator is zero, we show
only the nonvanishing quantity in each case. Note that
only B, oscillators with charge density have a nonzero os-

v=6

0

20

n
(b)

FIG. 3. The charge density or bond order parameter oscillation amplitude of the lowest frequency harmonic oscillators. Since either the charge
density or the bond order parameter fluctuations vanishes for each oscillator, we show only the nonzero parameter in each case. (a) A, oscillators
and (b) B, oscillators.
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TABLE I. The frequency (a,), oscillator strength (fv), charge density
(d,), and bond order (p,) of the 12 lowest frequency oscillators.
Oscillator

fif2, (eV)

B,(l)
A,(l)

1.99
2.21
2.47
2.75
3.03
3.31
3.38
3.46
3.57
3.58
3.73
3.83

4s2)
42)
K(3)
A,(3)
A,(4)
B,(4)
B,(5)
A,(5)
4X6)

A,(6)

fr
48.3
0
4.84
0
1.78
0
0
0
0.93
0
0
0

d,

PI3

0
0
0
0
0
0
x
x
0
X
X
0

x
X
X
X
X
X
0
0
X
0
0
x

of I y/ for polyacetylene was measuredin the frequency
range of 0.4 eV <fiw < 1.2 eV.30*31
A strong peak is observedat 0.5-0.6 eV, and a much weaker peak is observed
at 0.8 eV. The former and the latter correspond to the
peaksa and b, respectively,inour calculation. Our result is
consistent with experiment, except that the tail of peak c is
not observedin the experiment. This may indicate that we
have either overestimatedthe strength of peak c, or that
the damping constant used here is too large for the peak c
(we have used the same damping constant for all oscillatars) .
To investigate the mechanism and the electronic dynamics underlying the nonlinear optical response,we next
examine the electronic structure induced by the external
electric field. Taking the inverse Fourier transformation of
Eqs. (D5), (D7), and (DlO), and then using Rq. (D13),
we obtain the single electron density matrices induce by the
external field E(f) =E,cos wif order by order in the field

cillator strength. The B,(l), A,(l), B,(2), A,(2), B,(3),
A,(3), B,(5), andA,(6) oscillators (in order of,increasing
frequency) have a CDW like electronic structures and
have 0, 1, 2,..., 7 nodes, respectively. The CDW is stabip”‘(t)
lized by the Madelung energy and is very stable particularly in one-dimensional systems.“’ The A,(4), B,(4),
A,( 5), and B,(6) oscillators (in order of increasing frequency) have an oscillating bond order parameter, and
have 0, 1, 2,..., 3 nodes,respectively. Since the bond order
parameter,which shows the strength of bond order alternation, is locally increasedor decreased,they have a soliton pair like electronic structure.23The propertiesof the 12
lowest frequency oscillators are summarized in Table I.
In Fig. 4, we display the linear absorption
{Im[o( -w;w)]) and the absolutevalue of the third order
polarizability connectedto THG ( 1y( -33w;w,o,o) I). We
label the resonancesin these spectra by A, B,..., E and a,
b,..., g, respectively as indicated in the figure. In order to
compare the three-photon resonanceswith the linear absorption, we have plotted 1y 1 vs 31iw.The &J dependence

= &

CRd$‘)(

,

+Im[~(2)(-201;wl,wl)]sin(2wlr)+...),
(6114b)

ho lev)
6

3

0

A

0

3

(6.14a)

{Re[j?(2)( -2wl.wl,ol)]cos(2wlt)

Bw WI
3

lcos(qt>

+Im[~l)(-ol;wl)]si(~l~)},

/P’(t)=&

0

--0l;ol)

6
I

6

PIG. 4. The linear absorption spectrum Im[a( -o;o)]
is plotted vs the frequency o, and compared with the absolute value of the hyperpolarizability
1y( -3qo,o,o)
1 connected to THG which is plotted vs 3~. Left column, PPP model; right column, Hubbel model.
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FIG. 5. Left cohnnn, the.tirst order amplitude of the charge density oscillation induced by the external field at the frequencies of the absorption peaks
fiw= (a) 1.99; (b) 2.46; and (c) 3.03eV. We show only the amplitudes Im[i$/(w)]
oscillating out of phase with the external field. Right column, the
normalized absolute value of the corresponding first order density matrix in the harmonic oscillator representation, where $“(w)
is the component of
the first order density matrix corresponding to the B ”(y) oscillator and the normaliiation constant is T (l) = Ey 1$vl) 1. The applied external electric field
is 10s V/m.

Note that theseequationshold regardlessof the representation (whether the real space,HFMO or HO). As seen
from Eqs. (D8a) and (Dl la), thesequantities can be calculated successively;Y(-~~o~;o~ ,wl ,ol) is obtained only
from j5(3)(-30i;ol,wl,wl),
which in turn is obtained
from $2’( -2wi;wi,wi)
and $I’( -wi;wi),
and $‘I
( --2wl;01,01) is obtained from $I)(---wi;wi). We have
kept only terms which contribute to y(-3wl;wl,w1,wl),
and all other terms were omitted in theseexpressions.The
single electron density matrices have a term oscillating in
phasewith the external electric field and a term oscillating
out of the phase.The amplitudes of the former terms are
given by Re[prq)] and they contribute to the real parts of
the linear and nonlinear polarizabilities, and those of the
latter terms are given by Im[jj(q)] and they contribute to
the imaginary parts. Since the charge density is related to
the diagonal elements of the density matrix in the real
spacerepresentation,it also has terms oscillating in phase
and out of the phasewith the external electric field,
.
(p(t)
n

=

F 1 CRe[~~q’(gwl)lcos(2wlt)
+Im[~q’n(qol)]sin(20tr>+...}

,

(6.15)

and
(6.16)
P(&
=-2,-(q),nn --qtii* )... ) .
n
The bond order induced by the external field also has
both types of terms, and the amplitude is given by
~q)(q~l)=~~p,:](-qwl;...)+~~~l,(-qo*;...).
n

(6.17)
To analyze the charge dynamics underlying the absorption spectra, we investigatethe first order charge den-

sity induced by the external field. In Fig. 5 we show
Im[zi’,‘)] at the frequenciesof the absorption peaks A, B,
and C. We show only the imaginary parts becausethey are
strongly enhancedat the resonancefrequencies.However,
the charge density distributions of the real and the imaginary parts are quite similar at every frequency. At the
frequenciesof the peaksA, B, and C, the induced charge
distributions have CDW like structures which are quite
similar to those of oscillators B,(1), B,(2), and B,( 3),
respectively.To seethis more directly, we display in Fig. 5
the absolutevalue of the componentsof the density matrix
in the HO representation,where [ Sp$*’1 shows the component correspondingto the B,(v) oscillator. At the frequency of peak A, the component correspondingto B, ( 1)
is much larger than the other components.Thus, peak A
can be assignedto the B,( 1) oscillator. At the frequencyof peaks B and C, the componentscorrespondingto B,(2)
and B,( 3) are the largest, respectively,but the B,( 1) oscillator also has a large,contribution at both frequencies.
Thus, peaks B and C can be assignedto the B,(2) and
B,( 3) oscillators, respectively, although the contribution
from the off-resonant B, ( 1) oscillator is still large because
of its huge oscillator strength. At these most prominent
peaks,the componentsof the three lowest energy B, oscillators are much larger than the other components.Therefore, we conclude that the absorption spectrum is dominated by the characteristic CDW like charge density
fluctuations of these collective B,( 1), B,( 2), and B,( 3)
oscillators. Since these peaks in absorption are below the
HF energy gap, these charge density fluctuations can be
regardedas excitons. However, theseexcitons are not simple electron-hole pairs but have the characteristic collective nature of electronic structure of one-dimensionalsystems.
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third order and FL(*)( qwl) = ( - l)“gnq’(qwl) in the second order becausebond order is zero in the first and third
orders and chargedensity is zero in the secondorder. Similarly, in the HO representation,we show only the B, oscillator componentsin the first and third orders and only
the A, oscillator componentsin the secondorder, since all
other componentsvanish. These propertiesfollow directly
from the synimetry of our Hamiltonian.
We focused on the following frequenciesti= 1.97 eV
correspondingthe peak A in absorption and the peak g in
THG (Fig. 7), tie= 1.63 eV correspondingtlie peak e in
THG (Fig. S), and ti=O.67 eV correspondingthe peak a
in THG (Fig. 9). We first consider the density matrices at
+i~= 1.97 eV. The frequency of the B,( 1) oscillator is resonant with this frequency, so that the component corresponding to this oscillator is much larger than the other
componentsin the first order. Moreover, the amplitude of
charge density oscillation is much larger than the other
two frequencies.In the secondorder, half the frequencyof
A,(7). is the closest to 1.97 eV. However, the component
correspondingto the oscillator is not large but that corresponding to A,(4) is the largest, and we can observethe
characteristic so&on pair like bond order oscillation pattern of this oscillator in the real spacerepresentation.Only
B, oscillators with charge density contribute to the first
order density matrix. Moreover, only AJY) oscillators
with bond order (~=4,5,7,...) contribute to the second
order density matrix becauseA, oscillators with charge
density do not couple with B, oscillators with charge density. For the same reason, only B, oscillators with charge
density contribute to the third order density matrix. Since
A,(4) strongly couples with B,( 1), which dominates the
first order density matrix, the A,(4) oscillator is strongly
excited although it is off resonantat that frequency.There

FIG. 6. The THG hyperpolarizability 1y( - 3o;o,w,o) 1 is plotted vs o.
%a) One-third of the frequencies of the B, harmonic oscillators and (b)
half the frequencies of the A8 harmonic oscillators are also shown in order
to highlight three photon and two photon resonances respectively.

We next consider the frequency dispersion of
1. To compare the frequencies of the
peaksand the oscillators, we display in Fig. 6 the frequency
dependenceof 171, one-third the frequenciesdf B, oscillators, and half the frequenciesof A, oscillators. There are
some near resonant oscillators at each peak as seenfrom
Fig. 6. However, this cornparis& is not sufficient to identify the origins of the peaks..As will be shown later, we
needto examine the density matrix in each order for such
identification. This further provides important physical insight. In Figs. 7, 8, and 9 we show the density matrices to
first, second,and third order in the external field, using the
real spaceand the HO representations.In the real space
representation,we show only zLq’(qwl) in tlie first and
1y( -33w;6ww)

I

0

,

,

I

7.0

I

40

I

I

60

n
FIG. 7. Left column (a) the Crst order amplitude of charge density oscillation; (b) second order amplitude of bond order parameter oscillation; and (c)
the thud order amplitude of charge density oscillation induced by the external field. Right column, the normalized absolute values of the same order
density matrices in the harmonic oscillator representation. $)(qw)
is the component of the qth order d&sity matrix corresponding to the B”(Y)
oscillator when q= 1,3 and corresponding to the AI(v) oscillator when q=2 and the normalization factor is T.,(9) = L 1$Yq’I. Calculations were made for
Y
the frequency of the peak f(fio= 1.97 eV).
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FIG. 8. Same as Fig. 7 except that the frequency is fiw= 1.63 eV (p@ d).

is no unique dominant component, and many oscillators
contribute to the density matrix in third order. In spite of
the strong interferencesamong oscillators, we clearly see
collective CDW like (charge density) fluctuations in the
third order. The large first order charge density fluctuations at this fr&&ency makes second order bond order
parameter oscillations as well as the third order charge
density fluctuations large, which results in the peak g in
THG. We thus concludethat this peak is the single-photon
resonancecorrespondingto the absorption peak A.
We next consider the density matrix at the frequency
S&=1.63 eV. In first order, although the frequency is off
resonancewith respect to B,( 1), this oscillator is dominant and its characteristic charge density distribution is
clearly seen. This is because the oscillator strength of
B,( 1) is much larger than all other oscillators, so that it is

mainly excited even at off-resonancefrequencies.Because
of the off-resonanceexcitation, the charge density amplitude induced by the external field is much smaller co&
pared with the single-photonresonant frequency%= 1.97
eV. In second order, the A,(4) oscillator is dominant.
Moreover, the amplitude of bond order oscillationsis comparableto that at the single-photonresonantfrequencyand
much larger than for ko=O.67 eV. Thi$ itidicates that the
peak e is a two-photon resonanceof AJ?). However, this
peak is not at exactly half the frequency of A,(4) as seen
from Fig. 6. The shift comes fro& the third order cofitributions as will be shown below. Half the frequency of
44.3) is closer to that of the peak e than the A&4) oscillator. However, this oscillator with no bond order fluctuations is not excited, becauseof the Hamiltonian symmete. One third the frequencies of the J&(16)-B,(21)

I
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FIG. 9. Same as Pig. 7 except that the frequency is tiw=O.67 eV (peak a).
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oscillators are very close to the peak as seenfrom Fig. 6.
However,from 1pi3’1 we seethat many B, oscillatorscontribute to the density matrix and the B,( 16)-B,(21) -OScillators are not the dominant excitations. Therefore, the
peak e cannot be identified as a three-photon resonance.
However, becauseof the relatively large contribution of
B,( 18), the peak e is shifted from half the frequency of
A,(4) towards one-third the frequency of B,( 18). This
illustrates the importance of interferencesamong oscillators.
Finally, we consider the density matrix at ti=O.67
eV. In the first (second) order, the amplitude of charge
density (bond order) oscillation is much weaker than that
at the single(two) -photon resonant frequency discussed
above.Therefore,this is not a purely single-or two-photon
resonance.Although B,( 1) in first order and A,(4) in
secondorder have relatively large contributions, this is also
becauseof the huge oscillator strength of B,( 1) and strong
coupling between B,( 1) and A,(4). In third order, the
B,( 1) component is dominant, and the amplitude of the
charge density oscillation is comparable to those at the
other two frequencies.Moreover, peak a is precisely at
one-third the frequency of B,( 1) . We, therefore; conclude
that the peak a in THG is the three-photon resonance
correspondingto the absorption peak A. In this way, we
can identify all the resonancesin the THG spectrum.
In summary, we have made the following identifica:
tions: (i) peak b comes from three-photon resonanceto
B,( 3) (correspondingto the absorptionpeak C) ; (ii) peak
c is a three-photon resonanceto B,(7) (correspondingto
the absorption peak E); (iii) peak d is a three-photon resonanceto B,( 10) and B,( 12). At this frequency,however,
also B,(7) contributes to the density matrix significantly
and they strongly interfere; (iv) peak f is a two-photon
resonanceto A,(5). However the contribution from A,(4)
is the largest and theseoscillators strongly’interfere at, this
frequency.Using theseresults, we have identified the most
important oscillators, namely, B,( 1) with CDW like electronic structure and AJ 4) with soliton pair like electronic
structure. However, our analysisclearly shows that interferencewith the other oscillatorscannot be neglectedin the
interpretation of the dispersedTHG spectra.
Next, we compare the PPP and the Hiickel results in
Fig. 4 to illustrate the effect of Coulomb interaction. .The
following parameterswhich reproducethe experimentally
observedenergy gap of polyacetylene(2.0 eV) are used in
the Hiickel calculations: U=O, p’= -4.4 eV/A, K=20
eV A-‘. Other parametersare taken to be the sameas for
the PPP model. The TDHF Eq. (4.22) in the oscillator
picture, shows the following two effectsof Coulomb interaction. First, since the matrix 9 in the TDHF equation
dependson 3/m,,,the oscillators which diagonalize2, are
very different for the two models; few lowest frequency
oscillators represent collective excitations in the PPP
model. In contrast, the Hiickel oscillators simply represent
singleelectron-holepairs. As can be seenfrom Figs. 2 and
4, thesedifferencesprofoundly affect the absorption spectra; few lowest frequencycollectiveoscillators carry almost
the entire transition strength in the PPP model, whereasin

the Hiickel model, the oscillator strength is much more
uniformly distributed. Second, the Coulomb interaction
strongly affectsthe coupling betweenoscillators. In particular, the anharmonic coupling [the last term in the righthand side of Eq. (4.26), which couples the various EPA
modes, takes into account correlation effects beyond the
RPA approximation, or beyond configuration interaction
with single electron hole pair states.The anharmonic coupling comesfrom Coulomb interactions, and it vanishesfor
the Hiickel model where the only source of nonlinearity is
the harmonic coupling among modes, induced by the external field (the secondterm in the right-hand side of Eq.
(4.26)].

The Coulomb interaction strongly affects the dispersion of THG: In the Htickel model, all the major peaks
a,b,...,f in the THG spectraare simply three-photon resonancescorrespondingthe A, B,...,F peaksin the absorption
spectra, as seenfrom Fig. 4. This is quite different for the
PPP model.
Abe et al. have calculated THG spectra by summing
over the excited states obtained by configuration interaction including only single electron-holepair states.I5 Their
calculation differs from ours mainly in the following two
points. Fist, they usedthe Hiickel ground state as opposed
to the HF ground state in the present calculation. Therefore, their method is valid only when the Coulomb interaction is very weak. However, since exchangeCoulomb
interaction between adjacent sites, which stabilizes the
BOW (HF ground state), can be incorporated via the
renormalized Hiickel parameters,this probably does not
make a significant difference. Second, their method can
describecollective excitations but does not take the nonlinear coupling betweenthesecollective excited statesinto
account. Becauseof thesedifferences,they obtained a very
different dispersedTHG spectrum. That calculation shows
strongest peaks at the three-photon resonant frequency of
the lowest frequency B, exciton state, three-photon resonanttpeak of the conduction band edge, and two-photon
resonant peak of the lowest frequency A, exciton state.
There is a direct correspondencebetweenthe first peak in
both calculations but we find no analog to the other two
resonances.This shows that the anharmonic couplings,
which represent correlation effects beyond the RPA approximation, strongly affect the THG spectra.
The calculatedTPA spectrum Im[y( -w;o,-ti,o)]
is
displayedin Fig. 10. It showsa huge negativepeak-nearthe
strongest absorption resonance and two weak positive
peaks at the lower and higher energy sides of the peak.
Sincethesepeaksare closeto the absorption peak, it is very
difficult to resolve them experimentally. However, when
we use parametersappropriatefor polydiacetylene(stronger bond length alternation), the positive peak at the lower
energy side shifts towards a lower energy, and the present
theory can account for the experimental two-photon absorption spectrum of polydiacetylene.We also show the
real and imaginary parts of the nonlinear optical polarizabilities connected to TPA and THG, and their phases
defined by sin +=Im[r]/]rl
.32The phaseprovides a sensitive signature for the resonancestructure.
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FIG. 10. The real part, the imaginary part and the phase sin q%=Im[y]/l y[ of the third order nonlinear polarizabilities corresponding to third harmonic

generation and two photon absorption are plotted vs COfor the PPP model.

VII. DISCUSSION

Starting with exact calculations of small size chains
with up to 12 atoms, severalauthors argued that there are
four essentialstates which almost dominate the nonlinear
optics of r-conjugated polymers.6 They are lA,, m A,,
1B,, and n B, states, where, n A, indicates the nth lowest
energyA, state, etc. The lA, state is the ground state and
m and n depend on the system size. As indicated in the
previous section, B,( 1) makes a large contribution to the
optical nonlinearity because it has a large oscillator
strength, and A,(4) does contribute as well becauseit
strongly couples with B,( 1). Thus, the B,( 1) and A,(4 j
oscillators correspondto the 1B, and m A, excited statesin
the essentialstates picture. We found no oscillator clearly
corresponding to the n B, state. However, since both
B,(2) and B,( 3) have a relatively large contribution, one
of them may correspond to the n B, state. As indicated
earlier, we cannot neglect the contributions from a large
number of oscillators to the THG dispersionin our calculation. This is at variance with the essentialstates picture.
There are several possible reasons for these differences.
First, the oscillators in our picture are not ju@ diff&ent
ways of specifying excited states; the oscillators interfere
and we can have resonancesat the differencesof their frequencies.When the interference is very strong (which is
the casehere), we cannot establisha clear one to one correspondencebetweenoscillators and excited states.Second,
the essentialstates picture is based on the calculation of
short chains with at most 12 atoms. As seen from the
electronic structure of the oscillators shown in Fig. 3, they
have characteristic length scalesmuch larger than 12 atoms. Therefore, in such short chains, the chain length
strongly affectsthe electronic structure of the oscillators, as
well as the corresponding nonlinear optical response.

Third, although some electron correlation effects beyond
the RPA are taken into account, some of theseeffectscannot be describedin our method. However, sincethe TDHF
approximation used here can describesmall amplitude collective fluctuations and their couplings very well, the approximation is particularly applicable to large systems,
where collective motions are expectedto be dominant.
We have taken the electron-phonon coupling into account in calculating the geometry optimized HF solution,
but dynamical lattice motions were neglectedin the present
calculation. Since the mass of a carbon atom is much
heavier than that of an electron, the effect,of lattice motions is usually neglected.However, in the caseof polyacetylene, the soliton mass is comparableto that of an electron,33 and soliton like motions strongly affect the linear
optics. Furthermore, Hagler and Heegerhave argued using
a simplified model that quantum lattice fluctuations significantly increasethe o&resonant nonlinear optical susceptibilities.7 This is an important subject for a future study.
Note that it is straightforward to take the dynamics of
lattice motions into account in our oscillator picture because this simply involves adding more oscillators to the
model.
It is generally acceptedthat photoexcitation results in
the formation of charged solitons.33A charged soliton has
CDW like charge distribution around the soliton center.34
Thus the characteristic chargedistributions induced by the
external field are very similar to those of a chargedsoliton.
This suggeststhat theseexcitons may play somerole in the
decay processto chargedsolitons. This could be seenmore
directly using ultrafast four wave m ixing spectroscopy,
which will be studied in the future. Both in the present
work and in Ref. 8, the nonlinear polarizabilities are calculated by solving equations of motion for the reduced
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single electron density -matrix; starting with the PPP
model. However, the present approach has the following
advantages:First, the site representationof the density matrix is used in this paper opposedto the Wannier function
representationused in Ref. 8. Consequently,the present
formalism can be applied to any geometry, and is not limited to periodic systems. In addition, various physical
quantitiessuch as the total dipole moment [Es. (2. lo)] can
be representedvery simply in the present formalism. Second, the zeroth order density matrix in the presentpaper is
the HF solution as opposed to the Hiickel ground state
usedin Ref. 8. We thus take the Coulomb interactionsinto
account in the ground as well as in the excited states,
whereasin Ref. 8 only excited state corrections were incorporated.Third, we have used a more systematicfactorization based on a single, simple assumption (the TDHF
approximation). The second term in Eq. (3.6) was neglectedin Ref. 8 (the third term cancelsout in the TDHF
equation). The present formula can be applied also to
other systemssuch as metal clusters.35
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APPENDIX A: GEOMETRY OPTlMlZED.
HARTREE-FOCK
SOLUTlON

In this appendix we outline the calculation of the HF
solution. First, we assumea fixed geometry and a trial
densitymatrix jY’which is believedto be similar to the HF
solution, and calculate the Fock operator h[p”]. Then, by
diagonalizing h, we obtain the molecular orbitals (MO)
[ k) = ~c,,& 1O), whose coefficientsc,k Satisfy

(A%
where I) is the HF wave function and LZ=l,...,N- 1. Using
Hellman-Feynmann theorem, Eq. (A5) can be recast as
afi

(I I>
ax,

From Eqs. (2.4), (2.5), and (A6), the force equilibrium condition assumesthe form
K(x,--Xl

m&nk=

%%k

2

(Al)

and ek are the HF energies.The coefficients satisfy the
following orthonormality and closure relations
c %&mk’
m

=&,kI

9

(A21

ik

(A71

APPENDIX B: HARTREE-FOCK,
MOLECULAR
ORBITAL, AND HARMONIC OSCILLATOR
REPRESENTATIONS

We tirst introduce the HFMO representation.Using
the orthogonality and closure propertiesof the HF orbitals
(A2) and (A3), we obtain
y-l=yT
(Bl)
Thus,
~kk’,m&kk’

W)

*

Substituting Eq. (B2) into the TDHF Eq. (4.40) in the
real spacerepresentation,and multiplying this equation by
.Y from the left-hand side, we obtain the TDHF equation
in the HFMO representation.Using Eq. (Bl >, we can easily show that the TDHF equation in the HFMO representation is given by Eq. (4.14).
Substituting Eq. (4.17) into Eq. (4.8), we obtain

L43)

CmkCnk=Sm,n-

5
Using these coefficients,we construct the new density matrix ij’,
occ
cmhcnh=

-4D’&,n+l=0.

To calculate the geometry optimized HF solution, we
first assumea trial x, which are believed to be similar to
the geometryoptimized HF solution, and calculate the HF
solution for this fixed geometry. Next we calculate new x,
which satisfy the force equilibrium condition with the HF
solution from Eq. (A7), and then calculate the HF solution with this new geometry. By repeating this process
until the old and the new x, converge,we fmally obtain the
geometry optimized HF solution.

.SP mn-2
Th

L46)

=O.

2

L44)

F
where the h summation is carried out over the occupied
M O orbitals. From is’, we obtain a new Fock operator, and
repeat this processuntil the old and the new density matrices converge. The convergeddensity matrix is the desired HF solution.
In order to calculate the geometry optimized HF solution, the geometryx, should satisfy the force equilibrium
condition

= 1f@l + [f&l

+ [@PA+ [Sh,,pl + [Sh,Spl,
.

033)

i++&w [&6pJ- [%,A
= [ fd + [ fJp1 + [&%a1+ [a+~$I+ [Sh,SplCB4).

Transforming these TDHF ‘equationsfrom the .real space
to the HFMO representionas shown to derive ~q. (4.14)
and using the fact that the eh and he components of
[%Sp;l, and the ee’and hh’ componentsof V;p], [@,sp,],
and [6hl,jj] vanish, we obtain Eqs. (4.18) and (4.19).
Here the M1 XMi HF stability matrix p1 is given by
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In the same way, the first and secondterms are given

P

by

-

leh,h’e’=Yehh’e’

c.!?lhe,eth,=
pIhe,h’ef

3

(J35)

-?i?;e,h,,J,e,
=

-pleh,e’h’,

where

[ f>Pl.=

z[ ~~,mn(fmz~z~-fmpmr),

[f,Splv=

z& ~.,,(f,l~I,:-fm~,~~,)sP,I.

i

-. (J315)

0316)

?kktk,k2===

u36)

c ~kk’,tnm~~k,kgv&n*
mn

The M2XM2 matrix ‘n2 is diagonal in Liouville spaceand
its matrix elementsare given by
(n2)eel,ee,=(Ee-Eer),

(Sll)hh’,hh~~(eh-eh’),

Therefore, the TDHF equation assumesthe form of Eq.
(4.26), where

Fv= 2, ~y,mn(fmr~l~-fmr?ml>,

(J317)

. U37)

‘-

where ek is the HF energy of HF orbital k. Note that
IRZee’ee’= -fi2de,e’e
and a2hht,hhg=
-n2hrh,hph.
We next turn to the HO representation.As shown in
Ref. 22, p1 can be diagonalizedby matrix w,

wP*w-‘=a*.

. s0381

The matrix w can be expressedusing the iV1/2xM,/2
matrices X and Y as

xy -x,
w=
i 1

.Rv,vr= 2, ~v,rnn[2(*/,1-.~nl)~~nC~~,-~~l~~~~~~Vt

s V,Y’Y”
= zv, ,~v,mn(Ylnl-Ynl)

(2c”J~;r%;,,lr

-?&‘,;,,%2--’
1.
,
In,v~’

(B9)

-Y

(B19)

+ ‘Yf&d* ;,;I 19

APPENDIX 6: SOLUTION OF THE TIME
HARTREE-FOCK
EQUATION

WO)
DEPENDENT

which implies that
%,eh=xv+?h

7

Wv.he=

-

yv,eh P

%,eh’

yv,eh t

%,he=

-xv,eh

@ lOI

t

where fi, ,>O and Sz, ?=--Q, y The matrix w-’ can be
written as

W .--l=
[$ I;:].

(Bll)

The matrices X and Y were obtained by a numerical diagonalization of Pt [Eq. (BS)].
We next rewrite the TDHF equation using the HO
representation.The third term on the right-hand side of
Eq. (4.8) is transformed to the HO representationby
[W%lv=

2
mn

*v,mn[~h,Spl,,.

(I3121

The density matrix obtainedfrom the TDHF equation,
when written in the TDHF MC basis has the following
form at all times (Note that this matrix is identical to the
single electron reduced density matrix except for the normalization, its trace is equal to half the number of electrons
n and is not equal to 1) .

IO
p(t)=
ioo1*

It is then clear that this density matrix is a projection
operator which satisfies
p(d2=pW.

(C2)

Here we regard p as an NX N matrix (rather than a vector
in Liouville space). Note that although the completemany
body density matrix 1$(t)) ($(t) 1 representsa pure state,
this is not the casefor the single particle density matrix p.
Nevertheless,Eq. (C2) holds becauseof the special form
of p. Substituting Eq. (4.4) into Eq. (C2), we obtain
Sp(d =Sp(t)p+jfjap(t)

Substituting Eq. (4.7) and

(Cl)

+QW.

(C3)

In the HEM0 representation,the HF solution is given by
(B13)

~P?nn= x ~;lpPv,
Y

into Eq. (B12), we obtain

Phhr=Sh,hr 2

(C4)

pee,= 0.

Substituting Eqs. (C4) into, Eq. (C3), we obtain
- 9 ;ivt Q ,;. ) Sp,Jp,n .

W14)

+(f)hh’=

-

;

+(dhkSp(dkh~,

(C5)
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When the expansion of Sp in powers of the external field
Eq. (5.1) is substituted in E?qs.(C5) and (C69, and performing a Fourier transform to the frequency domain, we
obtain

We can calculate pl(q) from piq’ and lower order density
matrices using Eqs. (ClO). fn this way, we can calculate
density matrices to the arbitral order.
Finally, we derive the Dr-udeformula for linear absorption. The qth order polarization Pcq) can be expressedusing
the density matrix in the HFMO representation
(Cl19

P’q’(~9=-2eCzeh[p~~‘(W9+p~~‘(W9],
eh

/J(o):;!=o,

(C7b9

where
zkk’ =

pb>;;?=

1
2rr -mmT p(w’9~~)p(w--o’9~~!dw’,
SJ(C8b9
1..

p(w9$)=

1
2;
7-J

(Cl29

Vkkt,nri+)*

Using the matrices X and Y, the first order solution of the
TDHF EQ. (ClOa) can also be represented in the HFMO
basis. Substituting the solution into Eq. (Cl 19, we obtain
Eqs. (6.5) and (6.6).

Q)

273 --09 ck [Pb;9~;~pb--o’9~!
7-J

p(w>;!=-

c
n

APPENDIX
D: OPTICAL SUSCEPTIBILITIES
CHARGE DENSITY FLUCTUATIONS

In this appendix we review the basic definitions of nonlinear optical polarizabilities and relate them to our equations of motion.
We first consider the following single mode optical
electric field:

-m_ ck ~pb’9:~‘p(w-o’9g

Similarly, we can calculate piq’ from p(q-‘),...,p(‘) without solving the TDHF equation directly. However, the
TDHF equations are required in order to calculate p, .
Next, we consider p1(q). Substituting Eq. (5.1) into Eq.
(4.18) and using EQ. (4.219, we obtain for the TDHF
equation for the first order in the HO representation
~fio+~r9pi’?bJ9

-4

vp11$9

=

1

f (@9,jd,,

(ClOa)

where we added the damping term and l? is the damping
constant. We obtain pl(l) from this closed equation. The
second and third order density matrices obtained in the
same way as

(sm+ir)p~2)(m)
Y -43~~ vp;2’(w)

AND

(Dl9

E(t) =El cos qt.

performing a Fourier transformation, we obtain
E(w)=

$

;&s(o--w*9+

;Els(w+wl).
l-

0329

Substituting ELq.(D2) into Eq. (3.99, we get
f(w) =.7bw(w-019

+7(--wl9S(w+ol),

CD39

where

f,A fw9 = $f G,,nez(n9El.

CD49

Substituting Eq. (D3 9 into Eq. (5.8a), results in

.,__

p”‘(w9 =~l’(w~~--w,)s(w+wl)
,
C[h(‘)(o’),p(‘)(w-w’91~
co --

=[h:2’(w9,&+

-I- 1f W9,p’%-a’91
(h+ir9p13;(09

YIdo’9

(ClOb)

+p(--opl*)s(w--wl)
2

(D59

where

iwro*;*w19=Y(*lo19[

--pin1 yp13’b9

,

f(&wl),p].

Equation (D59 together with Eq. (5.8b) yield

=V;3’(m9 9PI Y+
+ [h’2’(w’9,p%o--o’9

C[h(‘)(W’9,p(2)(W--O’91,
m

I, 5

p(2)((39=~(2)(2wl;--w*,--wl)6(w+2wl)

+~~20Khq,w~9S(w9+F”‘(

+ [ f (o’9,p(2)(w--‘~l,ldw’.

x&w-2q).

(ClOc)

-201;wl,w19
CD71

p”’ is given by
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jP(=F20~;fwr,fot)
=&

S(*2wl){[~“(rwl;~~~)

,~‘)(rwl.~,wl)l+[~(~twl)
>

,

--y

,

=j&

+p3)(w*;-

-I-~~‘~~0,;--w,~,~~‘~-w~;w~~1+
[f(q),

+p’“‘(

[f(-wl),~“(-ol;ol)l},
--wl;ol)

by the following

q,--wl,qMb+o,)
-W*‘W*>

7w, 3 -Wl)}6(W--WI)

+~3)(-3~1;o,,o,,w1)6(o-3~1),

(D8b)
where we define g’)(

CD91

p~3~(o)=p~3~(3w*;--o~,-w~,--o*)~(w+3w~)

Y(o)c~~~l(“(--w,;w,),~“(w,;--w,)l

~l%W--l)l+

-O*‘W*),

[other @ with different frequenciesand with different
orders, are defined in the sameway).
Substituting Eqs. (D5), (D7), and (D9) into IQ.
(5.8c), we obtain

Wa)

$“( =Fq**tw*>
I) ,
,
~2)(o’
, -w*,w*)

“In $“(nm

(DlO)

where

equation:
I

(Dl la)

I

and so forth. Performing the inverse Fourier transformation of Eq. (DlO) with Eqs. (Dll), we obtain

/d3)(t) =

[~3)(-301;wl,wl,wl)exp(3iwlt)

x (--l;wl,ol,--*)exp(iwlt)
where the relation
ip]Q.o)

=pq

+j?3’

+h.c.l,

-w),

0312)

(D13)

h&s been used.
The optical polar&abilities are defined using the total
polarization P(t) of a single molecule
P(‘)(t)=~~a(--w*;~l)exp(io,t)+c.c.]E*,
P(‘)(t)=:

where a( --w;w ) is the linear polarizability and
y( -33o;w,w,o) and y( -o;o,-~0)
are third-order optical polarizabilities connected to THG and TPA, respectively. Note that this definition is the sameas the common
definition in the off-resonant frequency region, where the
imaginary parts of the polarizabilities vanish. Comparing
Eqs. (D14) with Eqs. (5.11) and (D12), we obtain FL+.
(5.12) and (5.13).

(D14a)

[y( -3wl;wl,wl,wl)exp(3i~lt)
=ty( --ol;wl,--l,wl))exp(iwlt)

+c.c.l&
(D14b)
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